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PREAMBLE

This publication is the synthesis of several months of research.

CH & Co. would like to thank all the open access studies which have supported the
formulation and structuring of the ideas presented in this document - in particular,
the reports from IPCC, the Treasury Department, I4CE, the Bloomberg Institute, the
ACPR, British Petroleum, the Meadows Report, the DICE and World3 models, the
TCFD, several of our colleagues and competitors, external rating agencies and
others.

The following proposals aim to fuel an informed and constructive debate between
risk practitioners, regulatory experts and researchers. They are by no means final
and are intended only to serve the common interest through initiatives focused on
the financial sector.

The opinions expressed in this publication are those of its author and do not
necessarily reflect the official position of CH & Co.

Benoit GENEST
Senior Partner

bgenest@chappuishalder.com 
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FOREWORD

This synthetic document presents the idea that climatic stress tests (ST) as they are developed today, in particular
by the French regulator (ACPR), must be completed by unconventional approaches.

This idea is based on the principle that the climate issues are sufficiently important not to limit the economic
assumptions that feed the scenarios imposed on banks.

Stress test exercises therefore appear to be the best lever to adopt an approach that breaks with some traditional
economic conventions. The banking market must be able to explore all the possibilities and consider all the
major climate scenarios without constraints.

It can be summed up around 5 major ideas:
1. Challenge the ACPR scenarios on GDP (a questionable climate equation?)
2. Include into ST the idea of a GDP supported by the consumption of fossil fuels
3. Include into ST the idea of an exhaustion of the oil stock faster than the growth of renewable energies (imperfect

substitution)
4. Add alternative banking ST scenarios, more radical and deviating from classic strategic trajectories (declining

balance sheet, extended duration of “green” financing, etc.)
5. Study the impacts of these climatic ST on the distortion of banking business models



5 IDEAS
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IDEA 1
ACPR scenarios on GDP: a questionable climate equation

In the same way as in neoclassical theories, the French
regulator (ACPR) proposes climate stress test scenarios
with no real impact on the evolution of French GDP by
2050.

Stationarity or decrease in the yields of production factors is
not formally considered. GDP follows a linear trend of
almost continuous growth regardless of the proposed
scenario (ordered, delayed, accelerated)

In addition, the ACPR specifies to the banks participating in
the climate ST exercise that "the total size of the loan
portfolio by geographic area can grow at the same rate as
the GDP".

The Climate Stress exercise therefore allows consideration of
the consequences of climate change on banking risks (credit,
market, liquidity, operations). On the other hand, it does not
allow full consideration of the risks associated with the
impact of the decrease in carbon energies production on
GDP (and therefore indirectly on the structure of bank balance
sheets).

y = 28,132x + 252,3
R² = 0,9914
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IDEA 2
Include into ST the idea of a GDP supported by the consumption of fossil energy
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The conditions for considering a slowdown in GDP growth in
climate ST scenarios are now sufficient a priori.

Oil consumption in France has been falling since 2008. Per
capita GDP has stopped growing over the same period.

From a climatic and energy perspective, the possible link
with peak oil (conventional extractions) cannot be ignored
in a banking ST exercise. The consequences of such a link
must be considered in the long term on the potential
correlation between consumption / production of non-
renewable energy and GDP.

It would then be a question of not limiting ST exercises to the
sole study of the effects of climate change on banks.
On top of the efforts to substitute polluting energy with
"clean" energy, we must also add the non-zero probability
that these renewable energies will not suffice to
compensate for the large dependence on fossil fuels,
particularly in the case of reduction of reserves of these.

GDP per capita (USD) | France | 1980 - 2025

Oil Consumption | France | 1980 - 2019
(in thousands of barrels per day)

Historical growth period Since 2008 -
Stagnation

2020 - ?
IMF 
scenario

Another 
scenario?

ST 
scenario?

Since 2008 -
Decrease 2020 - ?Historical

Source : IMF, BP, Chappuis Halder
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IDEA 3
Include into ST the idea of depletion of oil stock > to the growth of renewable energy
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Beyond the supposed dependence of GDP on energy
consumption (idea 2), the question of the capacity of
renewable energies to compensate for the theoretical
decrease in world oil reserves should also be considered.

In theory, this theme is central to a banking stress test
exercise because it assumes:
That banks will play a major role in financing the energy
transition
That these same banks will have to reduce their exposure to
"brown" projects to reduce their carbon footprints

These two contrary flows must be able to be stressed in
order to deduce the distorting effects on the balance
sheets of financial institutions.

In particular, if these two types of flows do not offset each
other, the expected impact on banks' balance sheets is
theoretically not neutral. This must also be considered.
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IDEA 4
Add alternative banking ST scenarios, more radical and deviating from strategic trajectories

*France, Outstanding amounts at the end of the period (stocks), MFIs excluding ESCB reporting 
sector - Total Assets/Liabilities

Source: Euro Area Statistics
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 OBS_VALUE TREND

The cumulative size of the top 5 French banks represents nearly
EUR 8,700 billion in 2020 *.

According to our estimates (all other things being equal), if the
banks follow the ACPR recommendations on the projections of
their balance sheets in relation to GDP, then the effect of climate
stress scenarios would result in:

- An increase by 33% in the most plausible stress scenarios
(up to nearly EUR 14,000 billion compared to EUR 10,833
billion today)

- almost doubling their size by 2050 in the most optimistic
projections

Climate risk management is therefore above all perceived as a risk
on “brown” financing. The stress test then lies mainly in the
allocation strategy of the sectors financed by the banks.

The climate risk management has not been analyzed
sufficiently from the perspective of the banks' attachment to
fossil energy (since the start of the industrial era) and therefore to
its possible exhaustion. The impact on the size of financial
institutions and on the valuation of their assets therefore
represents a major issue that ST does not sufficiently cover.

19 421 000 
M EUR in 
2050 ?

Bank balance sheet size * (in M EUR) | France

Linear Evolution 
Scenario | 2020-2050

History | 1950 - 2020

10 833 000 M EUR 
in 2019

13 900 000 
M EUR in 
2050 ?

(*Source: statistica .fr).
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IDEA 5
Study the impacts of climate ST on the distortion of banking business models

The approach proposed by the ACPR and explained in its
excellent working document No. 774 (*) of July 2020 makes it
possible to understand efficiently and measure the “propagation”
effects of climate scenarios on usual banking risks (credit risk in
particular).

The current ST exercises allow a fairly detailed understanding
of the evolution of banks' risk profile and the risk appetite
that it induces.

The point is more to develop additional analysis.

The various findings presented in the previous pages, in addition
to a historically high level of private debt, should lead banks to
extend climate impacts to their business models and the structure
of their balance sheets.

ST exercises are one of the only tools allowing a high degree of
freedom in their calibration and assumptions. This is a major
advantage that should be leveraged. It also allows anticipation of
the new requirements of shareholders, customers and third parties
in climate and energy matters.
Above all it is a matter of anticipating the inevitable
convergence of reputational risk and climate risk.

(*)https://publications.banquefrance.fr/sites/default/files/medias/documents/wp774.pdf)

A. Slower growth, or even decline, of the bank balance sheet

B. Increased length of the average duration of financed loans
=> Impact on the maturity gap / ALM

C. Decline in consumer loans

D. Strong corrections to bank assets valuation directly and
indirectly linked to fossil fuels

E. Significant increase in the number of "structured" and co-
financed loans (state, local authorities, private investors,
etc.)

F. Importance of the "supply chain" in financing approaches

G. Lower interest margin on "green" financing

H. Increase and pricing of reputational risk

Anticipation in climatic ST of effects going beyond risk 
impacts

https://publications.banquefrance.fr/sites/default/files/medias/documents/wp774.pdf
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FINAL PROPOSALS
Climate stress, the possibility of a real "break" with conventional approaches

The climatic stress test exercises must be the occasion for a real disruption in projection scenarios.
This must be an opportunity for the banking market to test several models, some of which must be able to contradict the neo-liberal theory of 
perpetual growth.

Banks must be able to include all possible development patterns. Given the challenges on a global scale, the hypothesis choices should not be 
limited. Notably because the starting conditions can lead to diametrically opposed results.

This leads to the following proposals:
- In the case of the banking market, climate S&T should not be limited to the only (major) issue of reducing GHG emissions. The 

transition risks attached to the historical banking financing businesses must include scenarios of the possibility of depletion of non-renewable 
natural resources in a scheme of GDP dependence on them.

- Some scenarios must therefore be able to offer strong alternatives to a monotonous development and growth in GDP. These 
scenarios should succeed in stressing the fact that the statistical correlation between GDP and non-renewable energies can lead to a strong 
slowdown or even a decrease in GDP over a long term. This also requires to challenge the assumption according to which technical progress 
(in particular substitution by renewable energies) compensates fully and in the same timeline for the theoretical exhaustion of fossil energy 
stocks.

- This type of scenario must be added to those already existing and proposed by regulators (ACPR in France) or supervisors. 
Moreover, they should not replace them so as not to favor one economic ideology over another. Stakes are high enough to include in the stress 
test exercises all credible alternative climate issues.

- To ensure the relevance of the scenarios that could be proposed by the banks, it would appear useful to add 2 conditions to the implementation 
of such ST:

a. These stress tests must remain internal, at the initiative of the banks and conducted by them,
b. The results and impacts of these Stress Tests must have no financial impact under Pillar 2 for banks, at least in the short 

term. (or their SREP score in the European case). This point is important because it guarantees the relevance of the scenarios that
could be proposed by the banks, and that the scenarios will evolve without fear of affecting the banks’ capital charge.
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